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Abstract

The talk will examine the case for treating if-conditionals as strong 
attractors of modality. The claim is tested through keyword 
comparisons of un-annotated corpora, namely a sample of 853 if-
conditionals from the written BNC, and, as reference corpora, the 
written BNC Sampler, FLOB, all the if-sentences from the written 
sub-corpus of the BNC, and the non-conditional if-sentences from 
the sample. Further tests involve the comparison of specific modal 
words between the manually annotated sample and the annotated 
versions of BNC, BNC Sampler and FLOB. The talk will also 
comment on issues arising from problems encountered in the two 
types of comparison, as well as issues pertaining to corpus 
annotation, quantitative analysis, and the definition and formal
characteristics of if-conditionals.
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Hypotheses
If-conditionals are strong attractors of modality. 

If-conditionals can be regarded as modal 
constructions or modal colligations.

Tests
Do if-conditionals show a statistically significant 
higher frequency of modal expressions than 
average?

Do if-conditionals show a statistically significant 
higher frequency of modal expressions 
compared to non-conditional if-constructions?
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Semantic prosody / preference

Semantic prosody
The "consistent aura of meaning with which a 
form is imbued by its collocates."                 
(Louw, 1993: 157)

Semantic preference
The relation between a lemma or word-form 
and a set of semantically related words.
(Stubbs, 2001: 111) 
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Colligation

Co-occurrence of grammatical categories.     
(Firth, 1968: 181)

Co-occurrence of lexis and grammatical 
categories.                                                  
(Stubbs, 2001: 112)

The grammatical company a word keeps." 
(Hoey, 1997: 8)
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Modal colligation

A hybrid between colligation and semantic 
preference.

In more general terms it could be termed 
semantic colligation. 

The mutual attraction holding between a 
grammatical construction, ifconditionals, and a 
set of semantically related words (Stubbs, 2001: 
111), or, more generally, a semantic category: 
modality. 
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If-clause modalisation

66.8%570Unmodalised

100%853Total

0.3%3Elliptical (non-inferable)

32.8%280Modalised

% (n=853)Freq.Category

1/3 of if-clauses are modalised 
in addition to the modalisation through if.

1% have two or more modal markers.
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Main clause modalisation

7/10 of main clauses are modalised.
7% of all main clauses have two or more 
modal markers.

100%853Total

1.9%16Elliptical (non-inferable)

27.0%230Unmodalised

71.1%607Modalised

% (n=853)Freq.Category
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Modal load

Rough calculation

More than half of the clauses in the sample are 
modalised.

On average, one modalisation per if-conditional.
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Keyword analysis

Un-annotated corpora
Min. LL=6.6 (p 0.01)
Up to 5-grams
n-grams: complete (MWEs) or indicative
n-grams with if not considered
Sample, FLOB, BNC sampler (written), written 
BNC, if-s-units in written BNC
Bold indicates KW differences
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0.00045112.30.021930.0614probably

0.003648 8.50.101,0340.1640must

0.00000025.80.022240.0821shall

0.00000222.50.131,3760.2563should

0.00000222.60.141,5250.2768could

0.00000058.80.044740.1846might

0.00000036.60.293,1190.52131will

0.00000042.80.121,2540.2872may

0.00000048.40.192,0950.42106can

0.00000321.8<0.01570.0410wouldn't

0.00000033.10.021940.0922cannot

0.00039512.60.066440.1231know

0.00018214.00.055030.1127think

0.00000421.40.043980.1127want

0.00000033.7<0.01460.0512you'd

0.000000101.30.222,3640.58147would

%Freq.%Freq.
pLL

BNC SamplerSamplePositive KW
(7.5%)
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0.0055607.70.022390.0614probably

0.00072611.4<0.01250.025they'll

0.00003117.40.151,5690.2768could

0.00000027.80.021970.0821shall

0.00000032.10.111,1150.2563should

0.00000069.10.222,2840.52131will

0.00000041.00.121,2080.2872may

0.00000036.30.066410.1846might

0.00009615.20.088030.1640must

0.00000124.60.022390.0922cannot

0.00000060.80.171,7720.42106can

0.0027389.00.011280.0410wouldn't

0.0061817.5<0.01260.024willing

0.0060207.5<0.01590.026unable

0.0058737.60.066040.1127think

0.00005416.30.044390.1127want

0.00000321.6<0.01820.0512you'd

0.00000095.00.232,3080.58147would

%Freq.%Freq.
pLL

FLOBSamplePositive KW
(10.7%)
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0.0019449.6<0.0190.013will probably

0.0091316.8<0.01310.024ought to

0.0019449.6<0.0190.013obliged to

0.00021413.7<0.01200.025it were

0.0074787.2<0.01150.013is unlikely

0.00009815.20.033530.0922have to

0.00000620.6<0.01760.0411be able

0.00050812.10.022190.0615able to

pLLBNC samplerSamplePositive KW (18.3%)

0.00107310.70.043980.0922have to

0.0032988.6<0.01700.037necessary to

0.0039838.30.022300.0614want to

0.00018014.0<0.01180.025be necessary

0.00008615.4<0.01650.049are to

0.0043968.10.032580.0615able to

pLLFLOBSamplePositive KW (18.3%)

Bigrams: Additions
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Trigrams: Additions

0.0037858.4<0.01240.024was going to

0.00143510.2<0.0180.013i think that

0.00006216.0<0.0120.013have a right

0.00000520.9<0.01750.0411be able to

0.00014014.5<0.0130.013a right to

pLLBNC SamplerSamplePositive KW (27%)

0.00026713.30.011120.0411be able to

pLLFLOBSamplePositive KW (16.2%)
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4-grams and 5-grams: Additions

0.00000222.700.013ought to be able to

0.00000222.300.013ought to be able

pLLFLOBSample
Positive KW

(12.5%), (50%)

0.00000222.300.013ought to be able to

0.00000222.700.013ought to be able

pLLBNC SamplerSample
Positive KW

(16.7%), (50%)
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Questions 1

Is the apparent semantic attraction a characteristic 
of if-conditionals in general, or of the makeup of the 
if-conditionals in the sample?

KW comparison: sample - if-s-units in written BNC.

205,275 s-units, approx. 6.8 mil. words. 
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0.0086136.9<0.014360.026we shall

0.0076347.10.018500.049you must

0.0056077.70.021,2800.0512you'd

0.00070411.5<0.01450.013i ought

0.00052112.0<0.011660.025shall have

0.0020629.50.042,6440.0821shall

0.00091411.00.117,2580.1846might

0.0021639.40.1913,1740.2872may

0.0018819.70.042,8040.0922cannot

%Freq.%Freq.

pLL

if-s-units in 
written BNC

SamplePositive
KW

No negative KW.
KW comparison: if-s-units with BNC sampler and FLOB.
If sample is modality-heavy  Fewer positive KWs than in 
comparisons of sample with same corpora.
More modal KWs (Word doc, p.11)
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Questions 2

Is the attraction a feature of conditionality or of the 
word if?

KW comparison: conditional with non-conditional  
if-s-units in the sample.

No modal KWs. 

Are non-conditional if-constructions still tinged 
with conditionality because of if?
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Manual comparison

Some distortion expected, because of 
homographic nouns (May, might, must, will).

Contracted forms (subject+modal, negatives) 
were treated as a single word.

Their keyness was calculated separately.

Manual comparison of central modals        
conflating full and contracted forms.
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Manual comparison

5.25     46.3%1111.80970431626.5341should

1.4859.0%199.6517426317.378shall

8.16     73.6%731.40638401269.4932must

6.99         51.0%1235.101078051864.5647may

16.87     125.1%581.51507571309.1633might

12.73     51.2%2230.221946643372.0885can

2.56     26.1%1603.911399972023.2551could

13.35     43.9%3114.402718384482.88113will

78.46          126.2%2666.432327386030.07152would

LLDiff. %Freq./mil.Freq.Freq./mil.Freq.Modal

BNC writtenSample

Sample size makes comparison very sensitive to actual frequencies. (p.151)

Manual comparison to corpora nearer to sample size: BNC sampler, FLOB.
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1.24     53.3%206.99224317.378shall

5.80     59.2%797.478631269.4932must

27.63     200.1%435.234711309.1633might

2.09     26.8%1282.6113881626.5341should

17.04     97.4%944.4010221864.5647may

-1.67-16.3%2416.4426152023.2551could

16.1861.2%2092.0922643372.0885can

9.77     36.8%3276.7535464482.88113will

92.75     149.5%2416.6426156030.07152would

LLDiff. %Freq./mil.Freq.Freq./milFreq.Modal

BNC SamplerSample
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1.64     64.4%193.02197317.378shall

5.76     59.0%798.538151269.4932must

13.64     108.1%629.026421309.1633might

4.82     44.6%1124.8011481626.5341should

11.44     72.7%1079.7311021864.5647may

1.11     16.6%1735.2117712023.2551could

20.55     72.3%1956.6519973372.0885can

29.16     75.8%2550.4026034482.88113will

76.09     126.3%2664.0627196030.07152would

LLDiff. %Freq./mil.Freq.Freq./mil.Freq.Modal

FLOBSample
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Focus: Modality, not specific modal 
expressions.

Ideal: totalling all modal expressions 
(lexical and grammatical) in the sample 
and reference corpora KW comparison.

Feasible: Keyness of central modals 
taken as a group.

Central modals account for approx. 60% of 
modal expressions in the sample.
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143.29105.87121.36NALL

75.1%60.8%65.5%NADiff. %

12731.4313868.4213474.4022295.39Freq./mil.

12994150081176108562Freq.

FLOBBNC Sampl.written BNCSample
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Counting within constructions

Why discrepancies between automatic and 
manual KW analysis?

Text portions not belonging to the 
construction

Overestimation of sample size.

Underestimation of keyness.
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Example 1

(1) Yes, I come from Lochaber, and the 
Lochaber people, if they were here, would be at 
one with the people of Breadalbane.

(2) If the leg is cured while it is still attached, it is 
technically a gammon -- hence the confusion 
caused by the term "gammon ham".

The inessential elements account for 27.3% and 
37.5% of (1) and (2) respectively.
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Example 2

(3) Why should the fact that D was engaged on 
causing damage to property at the time (even 
damage to D's own property) make his conduct 
into an offence punishable with life imprisonment 
when, if D were engaged on some other activity, 
it would not be punishable as such and would 
only amount to manslaughter if a death 
happened to be caused?

To maintain sample randomness, only the 
conditional sentence containing the if picked out 
by the 'thin' function of BNCweb was taken into 
account and annotated 
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